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Abstract
We formulate a simple one-parameter macroscopic model of distributed
damage and fracture of polymers that is amenable to a straightforward and
efficient numerical implementation. We show that the macroscopic model
can be rigorously derived, in the sense of optimal scaling, from a microme-
chanical model of chain elasticity and failure regularized by means of frac-
tional strain-gradient elasticity. In particular, we derive optimal scaling laws
that supply a link between the single parameter of the macroscopic model,
namely, the critical energy-release rate of the material, and micromechanical
parameters pertaining to the elasticity and strength of the polymer chains
and to the strain-gradient elasticity regularization. We show how the critical
energy-release rate of specific materials can be determined from test data.
Finally, we demonstrate the scope and fidelity of the model by means of an
example of application, namely, Taylor-impact experiments of polyurea 1000
rods.
Keywords:
Polymers, damage, failure, polyurea
1. Introduction
The use of polymers as structural materials is critically limited by their
tendency to degrade by distributed damage or to fail by fracture, some-
times in a brittle manner (cf., e. g., Andrews (1968); Bikales (1971); Kinloch
and Young (1983); Williams (1984); Kausch (1985); Grellmann and Seidler
(2001); Argon (2013) for reviews). Damage in polymers deformed under
tensile loading often takes the form of distributed voids (Jiao et al., 2006,
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Figure 1: Surface profiles (height measured from the deepest point) of a polyurea specimen
tested in uniaxial tension Weinberg and Reppel (2013). a) Initial profile showing initial
porosity. b) Profile after fracture showing proliferation of voids.
2007, 2009; Weinberg and Reppel, 2013), cf. Fig. 1. Voids nucleate hetero-
geneously from flaws or inclusions, Fig. 1a, and subsequently grow under
tension, Fig. 1b, resulting in softening—or loss of bearing capacity—of the
material (cf., e. g., Gent (1973); Cho and Gent (1988); Gent and Wang
(1991)). Likewise, fracture in polymers can often be traced to the formation
of crazes (cf., e. g., Donald and Kramer (1982); Kausch (1983); Henkee and
Kramer (1986); Kramer and Berger (1990); Sanderson and Pasch (2004)),
Fig. 2. Crazes are thin layers of highly localized tensile deformation. The
craze surfaces are bridged by numerous fine fibrils, themselves consisting of
highly oriented chains, separated by connected voids. Crazes undergo several
stages along their formation, including nucleation, growth and final break-
down, resulting in the formation of a traction-free crack, or fracture. Craze
initiation is likely the result of heterogeneous cavitation at flaws loaded un-
der conditions of high triaxiality. Craze propagation has been linked to a
meniscus instability resulting in the formation of fibrils. This analogy is im-
mediately suggestive of some role played by surface energy or other similar
physical properties not accounted for by bulk behavior. Eventually, crazes
break down to form cracks. Experimentally, crazes are easily identified and
observed fractographically by a variety of techniques including optical inter-
ferometry, light reflectometry, dark-field electron microscopy, and others.
Owing to its engineering importance, polymer damage and fracture have
been the focus of extensive modeling. A number of micromechanical and
computational models, ranging from atomistic to continuum, have been
put forth (cf., e. g., Leonov and Brown (1991); Krupenkin and Fredrick-
son (1999a,b); Tijssens et al. (2000a,b); Estevez et al. (2000a,b); Baljon
and Robbins (2001); Socrate et al. (2001); Drozdov (2001); Tijssens and
van der Giessen (2002); Rottler and Robbins (2003, 2004); Basu et al. (2005);
Saad-Gouider et al. (2006); Zairi et al. (2008); Seelig and Van der Giessen
(2009); Reina et al. (2013)), including consideration of nucleation and growth
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Figure 2: Crazing process in a steel/polyurea/steel sandwich specimen under opening
mode fracture (Yong et al., 2009).
of voids, craze nucleation, network hardening and disentanglement, chain
strength, surface energy and other, that account, to varying degrees, for
the observational evidence and relate macroscopic properties to material
structure and behavior at the microscale. In parallel a large mathematical
literature has evolved, discussing the possibility of cavitation in local models
and possible nonlocal extensions which may ensure existence of minimizers,
see for example Ball (1982); James and Spector (1991); Mu¨ller and Spector
(1995); Conti and DeLellis (2003); Henao and Mora-Corral (2010). These
advances notwithstanding, the connection between micromechanical prop-
erties and polymer fracture, and specifically any scaling laws thereof, has
defied rigorous analytical treatment and characterization. Of special interest
is the identification of optimal scaling laws relating the macroscopic behav-
ior to micromechanical and loading parameters. Such optimal scaling laws
are established by producing upper and lower bounds of a power-law type
with matching exponents for all parameters in both bounds. Optimal scaling
methods were pioneered by Kohn and Mu¨ller (1992) as part of their seminal
work on branched structures in martensite, and have been since successfully
applied to a number of related problems, including shape-memory alloys, mi-
cromagnetics, crystal plasticity, and others (Kohn and Mu¨ller, 1992, 1994;
Choksi et al., 1999; Conti, 2000; Conti and Ortiz, 2005).
Fokoua et al. (2013, 2014) have recently applied those analysis tools to
ductile fracture of metals. They specifically consider the deformation, ulti-
mately leading to fracture, of a slab of finite thickness subject to monotonically-
increasing normal opening displacements on its surfaces. In addition, they
posit two competing constitutive properties, namely, sublinear energy growth
and strain-gradient hardening. Sublinear growth (the energy of linear elas-
ticity exhibits quadratic growth, by way of comparison) is a reflection of the
work-hardening characteristics of conventional metallic specimens and gives
rise to well-known geometric instabilities such as the necking of bars, sheet
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necking, strain localization and others (cf., e. g., McClintock and Argon
(1966)). In metals undergoing ductile fracture this inherently unstable be-
havior is held in check by a second fundamental property of metals, namely,
strain-gradient hardening (Fleck and Hutchinson, 1993; Fleck et al., 1994;
Fleck and Hutchinson, 1997, 2001). Under these assumptions, Fokoua et al.
(2013, 2014) show, through rigorous mathematical proofs, that ductile frac-
ture emerges as the net outcome of two competing effects: whereas the
sublinear growth of the energy in the large-body limit promotes localization
of deformation to failure planes, strain-gradient plasticity stabilizes this pro-
cess of localization in its advanced stages, thus resulting in a well-defined
specific fracture energy.
In the present work we follow a similar program for polymers. Thus,
we posit that fracture in polymers results from a competition between dis-
tributed damage, due to progressive chain failure, and fractional strain-
gradient elasticity. Thus, we assume that the material behavior has two
components, local and nonlocal. The local behavior is characteristic of large
material samples deforming uniformly and it represents the configurational
statistics of a polymeric chain network in the thermodynamic limit (cf.,
e. g., Weiner (2002); Flory (1989)). We note that in general, damage is a
time-dependent process governed by equations of evolution. In particular,
for arbitrary loading paths the rate of damage can be zero below a certain
threshold and non-zero only when the threshold is attained. In order to
simplify the analysis, we restrict attention to monotonic and proportional
loading processes for which damage accumulates continuously. We thus ex-
tend the classical network theory by assuming that the chain bonds have
a finite strength. When the strength of the chain is reached, the chain is
assumed to fail and to subsequently have no load-bearing capacity. In these
cases, the behavior of the solid is characterized by an effective strain-energy
density referred to as “deformation-theoretical” (an extensive account of
deformation theory, as it applies to general inelastic solids, may be found
in Martin (1975)). Therefore, this effective free energy combines the chain
elasticity and the dissipation due to chain failure. We show that, for large
deformations, the deformation-theoretical free energy has zero growth, i. e.,
it is bounded above and below by a constant.
Energies with sublinear growth relax to zero, i. e., allow the material
to fracture with zero expenditure of energy, and thus fail to supply useful
information regarding fracture properties. We assume that, in polymers un-
dergoing fracture, this inherently unstable behavior is held in check by a sec-
ond fundamental property, namely, the fractional strain-gradient elasticity.
By fractional strain-gradient elasticity we specifically mean a generalization
of conventional strain-gradient elasticity (cf., e. g., Kro¨ner (1968); Hermann
(1974); Maugin and Metrikine (2010)) in which the strain-energy density de-
pends on fractional derivatives (cf., e. g., (Adams, 1975)) of the deformation
gradient. The need to consider fractional derivatives in the definition of the
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energy stems from the fact that conventional strain-gradient elasticity is too
rigid to enable the type of deformations involving in the crazing mechanism
and, hence, is incompatible with experimental observation. Thus, if the
strain-energy density has at least linear growth in the second deformation
gradient ∇2y, then, for all configurations of finite energy ∇2y is necessarily
integrable and, hence, the deformation mapping y is continuous on almost
every plane by Sobolev embedding (cf., e. g., (Adams, 1975)). This conti-
nuity of y, in turn, precludes the formation of the fibrils characteristic of
the crazing mechanism, which necessarily entails discontinuous deformation
mappings (hence leading to discontinuous displacements). By contrast, as
we shall see, the use of fractional derivatives removes sufficient rigidity from
conventional strain-gradient elasticity to allow for crazing deformations, thus
bringing the theory within the realm of experimental observation.
In the present context, fractional strain-gradient elasticity encodes key
aspects of polymer behavior, such as surface and interfacial energy, not
accounted for in the local model. The fractional strain-gradient elasticity
of the polymer results in deviations from volume scaling, i. e., in nonlocal
behavior and size dependency, in sufficiently small material samples. Under
these conditions, polymer fracture emerges as the net result of two competing
effects: whereas the zero growth of the local energy promotes localization of
deformation to failure planes, or crazes, fractional strain-gradient elasticity
stabilizes this process of localization, thus resulting in an orderly progression
towards failure and a well-defined specific fracture energy.
A principal aim of the present work is to derive rigorous optimal scaling
laws for the macroscopic fracture energy from the micromechanical model
just described. Such optimal scaling laws are established producing upper
and lower bounds of a power-law type with matching exponents for all pa-
rameters in both bounds. In order to facilitate the analysis, we assume
that the effective deformation-theoretical energy is additive in the first and
second deformation-gradients, with zero growth of the former and linear
growth of the latter. The specific problem considered concerns a material
sample in the form of an infinite slab of finite thickness subjected to pre-
scribed opening displacements on its two surfaces. Under these conditions,
we derive optimal scaling laws for the dependence of the effective energy on
cross-sectional area, micromechanical parameters, opening displacement and
intrinsic length of the material. In particular, the upper bound is obtained
by means of a construction that mimics, in a particular simple manner, the
crazing mechanism. The scaling laws thus derived supply a rigorous link
between micromechanical properties and macroscopic fracture properties of
polymers. In particular, they reveal the relative roles that surface energy
and chain elasticity and damage play as contributors to the specific fracture
energy of the material.
The macroscopic fracture model that results from the optimal scaling
analysis is characterized by a single parameter, namely, the critical energy-
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release rate Gc. This simple structure greatly facilitates material character-
ization. By way of illustration, and in order to calibrate subsequent calcula-
tions, we estimate Gc for polyurea 1000 from the uniaxial-tension test data of
Weinberg and Reppel (2013). Another appealing aspect of the macroscopic
fracture model is that it is amenable to a straightforward numerical imple-
mentation based on material-point erosion (Schmidt et al., 2009; Li et al.,
2012; Pandolfi and Ortiz, 2012). We demonstrate the scope of the resulting
numerical model by means of an example of application: The Taylor-impact
experiments of Mock et al. on polyurea 1000 specimens (Mock and Dro-
tar, 2006; El Sayed et al., 2009). These simulations additionally furnish
a modicum of validation of the fidelity of the failure and fracture model.
Remarkably, the simulations match closely both the observed patterns of
distributed damage as well as the development of discrete fractures or tears.
The simulations are also in fair agreement with quantitative metrics such as
the specimen length and exhibit robust convergence with respect to mesh
size.
2. Theory
In this section we put forth a simple local model of bulk behavior, based
on the classical statistical mechanical treatment of freely-jointed polymer
chains extended to account for chain failure. We also put forth an equally
simple model of nonlocal energy based on an assumption of isotropy and of
linear growth of the strain-gradient elastic energy density, based on the use
of fractional derivatives. Evidently, more elaborate statistical-mechanical
models of polymer elasticity, failure and strain-gradient elasticity can be
considered within the general framework developed here. However, simple
models such as described do suffice to illustrate the general framework and
enhancements of the models thereof will not be considered here. In addition,
it is important to note that the optimal scaling laws derived in the sequel,
which effectively bridge the micro and macroscales, do not depend on the
fine details of the energy density but only on its growth properties for large
deformations and deformation gradients. In this sense, the optimal scaling
laws apply uniformly to classes of material models having identical growth
properties and the fine details of the models can be conveniently ignored.
2.1. Local behavior
One of the simplest models of the thermoelasticity of polymers, known as
the network theory of rubber elasticity (Weiner, 2002; Flory, 1989), regards
the polymer as an amorphous network of cross-linked long-chain molecules.
The chains are freely-jointed, long and far from full extension. In order to
connect the behavior of the the chains to the deformation of the continuum,
we assume that the cross-linking points move affinely according to the local
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macroscopic deformation. In addition, the polymer is assumed to be osten-
sibly incompressible at the macroscale. The standard analysis (cf., e. g.,
Weiner (2002)) then gives the free-energy density per unit volume as
Aloc(F ) =
{
nkBTKIJCIJ , if det(F ) = 1,
+∞, otherwise, (1)
where n is the number of chains per unit volume, F is the local deformation
gradient, C = F TF is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, n is
the number of chains per unit volume, kB is Bolzmann’s constant, T is the
absolute temperature and incompressibility, det(F ) = 1 is enforced through
a hard constraint. In addition, the structure tensor K follows as
KIJ =
3l2
b2
∫
S2
p(ξ)ξIξJ dΩ, (2)
where b is the link length, l is the end-to-end distance of the chains, ξ is the
chain end-to-end unit vector, p(ξ) is the fraction of chains in the ensemble
having a chain end-to-end unit vector ξ, S2 is the unit sphere and dΩ is
the element of solid angle. The density p(ξ) is subject to the normalization
condition ∫
S2
p(ξ) dΩ = 1. (3)
For an isotropic distribution of chains, p = 1/4pi, we have∫
S2
p(ξ)ξIξJ dΩ =
1
3
δIJ , (4)
and (2) reduces to
KIJ =
l2
b2
δIJ , (5)
whence (1) in turn reduces to the strain-energy density of a neo-Hookean
solid.
We note that, in principal directions, C = diag(λ21, λ
2
2, λ
2
3) and
KIJCIJ = K1λ
2
1 +K2λ
2
2 +K3λ
2
3, (6)
where
KI =
3l2
b2
∫
S2
p(ξ)ξ2I dΩ. (7)
Furthermore, by the arithmetic mean-geometric inequality and incompress-
ibility we have
K1λ
2
1 +K2λ
2
2 +K3λ
2
3 ≥ 3[(K1λ21)(K2λ22)(K3λ23)]1/3 = 3(K1K2K3)1/3. (8)
Combining these inequalities we have
Aloc(F ) ≥ 3(K1K2K3)1/3nkBT ≡ A0. (9)
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For an isotropic polymer we additionally have K1 = K2 = K3 = l
2/b2 and
A0 =
3nkBT l
2
b2
= Aloc(I). (10)
Next, we proceed to extend the classical model of polymer elasticity just
described to account for damage in the form of broken chains. Suppose that
chains break when the end-to-end vector attains a critical stretch λc > 1,
and that the failure of one chain costs energy in the amount Eb. Thus,
according to this criterion a previously intact chain of end-to-end direction
ξ fails when
ξTCξ = λ2c . (11)
We can describe the state of damage of the network by means of the damage
distribution function
D(ξ) =
{
0, if the chains of end-to-end direction ξ are broken,
1, if the chains of end-to-end direction ξ are unbroken.
(12)
The corresponding structure constant now depends on the state of damage
as
KIJ(D) =
3l2
b2
∫
S2
p(ξ)D(ξ)ξIξJ dΩ, (13)
and the free-energy density takes the form
Aloc(F , D) =
{
nkBTKIJ(D)CIJ + nf(D), if det(F ) = 1,
+∞, otherwise, (14)
where
f(D) =
3Ebl
2
b2
∫
S2
p(ξ)(1−D(ξ)) dΩ, (15)
is the total energy dissipated through chain breaking. For arbitrary local de-
formation histories C(t), the corresponding evolution D(ξ, t) of the damage
distribution function is governed by the rate-independent kinetics
D(ξ, t) =
{
1, if ξTC(t′)ξ ≤ λ2c , ∀t′ ≤ t,
0, otherwise.
(16)
However, for present purposes, it suffices to confine attention to monotonic
deformation processes such that the stretch
√
ξTC(t)ξ is monotonically
increasing in all directions. Indeed, in polymers undergoing crazing under
predominantly tensile loading, the deformations leading to failure may be
reasonably approximated as being monotonic. Under these conditions, the
damage distribution function is determined as a function of C, namely,
D(ξ,C) =
{
1, if ξTCξ ≤ λ2c ,
0, otherwise.
(17)
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The structure tensor and the dissipated energy follow likewise as a direct
function of C, namely,
KIJ(C) =
3l2
b2
∫
S2
p(ξ)D(ξ,C)ξIξJ dΩ (18)
and
f(C) =
3Ebl
2
b2
∫
S2
p(ξ)(1−D(ξ,C)) dΩ, (19)
The corresponding free-energy density takes on the deformation-theoretical
form
Wloc(F ) =
{
nkBTKIJ(C)CIJ + nf(C), if det(F ) = 1,
+∞, otherwise. (20)
Thus, for as long as the deformation history remains monotonic, the free-
energy density of the polymer is indistinguishable from that of a thermoe-
lastic solid.
2.2. Growth properties of the deformation-theoretical strain-energy density
In order to make contact with macroscopic fracture properties, the growth
properties of the deformation-theoretical free-energy densityWloc(F ), eq. (20),
are of critical importance, cf. Section 3. Therefore, we proceed to ascertain
the growth characteristics of Wloc(F ) for large C.
2.2.1. Upper bound
We begin by noting that
KIJ(C)CIJ =
3l2
b2
∫
S2
p(ξ)D(ξ,C)ξTCξ dΩ
≤ 3l
2
b2
∫
S2
p(ξ)λ2c dΩ =
3l2λ2c
b2
.
(21)
This estimate supplies a bound for the first term in Wloc(F ), or strain-energy
term. In order to estimate the damage energy we note that
f(C) =
3Ebl
2
b2
∫
S2
p(ξ)(1−D(ξ,C)) dΩ ≤ 3Ebl
2
b2
∫
S2
p(ξ) dΩ =
3Ebl
2
b2
. (22)
Combining the above estimates we finally obtain the constant upper bound
Wloc(F ) ≤ 3(Eb + kBTλ2c)
l2
b2
. (23)
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2.2.2. Lower bound
Next we proceed to bound Wloc(F ) from below for large F . Evidently,
Wloc(F ) is, at least, the damage energy, i. e.,
Wloc(F ) ≥ nf(C). (24)
In principal coordinates of C we have, from (17),
1−D(ξ,C) =
{
1, if λ21ξ
2
1 + λ
2
2ξ
2
2 + λ
2
3ξ
2
3 ≥ λ2c ,
0, otherwise.
(25)
where (λ1, λ2, λ3) are the principal stretches. Suppose that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3
and |F | =
√
λ21 + λ
2
2 + λ
2
3 → +∞ while λ1λ2λ3 = 1. Suppose, in addition,
that essinf(p) ≥ pmin > 0, i. e., the chain density is positive in all chain
directions. Then,
1−D(ξ,C) ≥ g(ξ,C) =
{
1, if λ21ξ
2
1 ≥ λ2c ,
0, otherwise,
(26)
and
f(C) ≥= 3Ebl
2
b2
∫
S2
p(ξ)g(ξ,C) dΩ =
3Ebl
2
b2
∫
S2\{|ξ1|≥λc/λ1}
p(ξ) dΩ, (27)
and as λ1 → +∞,
Wloc(F ) ≥ 4pipminn3Ebl
2
b2
, (28)
which establishes a constant lower bound for the deformation-theoretical
strain-energy density. The bound simply expresses the fact that, in the
limit under consideration, all chains are likely to be broken at sufficiently
large deformations.
2.2.3. Illustrative examples
The preceding bounds show that the deformation-theoretical strain-energy
density Wloc(F ) has zero growth, i. e., saturates to a constant, for sufficiently
large deformations. Correspondingly, the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress decays
to zero in the same limit. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3 through the
example of a polymer deformed in uniaxial tension, F = diag(λ−1/2, λ−1/2, λ).
The polymer is isotropic, p = 1/4pi and the chains fail at a critical stretch
λc = 2. Fig. 3a corresponds to a bond-binding energy Eb/kBT = 2, or strong
chains, whereas Fig. 3b corresponds to a bond-binding energy Eb/kBT = 0.2,
or weak chains. The zero growth of the deformation-theoretical strain-energy
for large deformations is evident in both cases. However, the saturation value
of the energy is attained from below in the case of strong chains and from
above in the case of weak chains. This difference of behavior is expected,
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strong chains (respectively, weak chains) dissipate large (respectively, small)
amounts of energy upon failure. We note that the strong chain condition
Eb/kBT > 1 (respectively, weak chain condition Eb/kBT < 1) correspond to
the range Eb > A0 (respectively, Eb < A0).
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Figure 3: a) Deformation-theoretical strain-energy density Wloc(F ) for an isotropic poly-
mer deforming in uniaxial tension, F = diag(λ−1/2, λ−1/2, λ). The chains fail at a critical
stretch λc = 2 and have bond-binding energies of Eb/kBT = 2 and Eb/kBT = 0.2, respective.
b) Schematic of functions with linear, sublinear and superlinear growth.
2.3. Nonlocal regularization
Mathematically, energies exhibiting sublinear growth1 may be expected
to relax to zero via strain localization to small volumes, a degenerate limit
that provides no useful information about fracture properties. Our model
rests on the assumption that this unstable behavior is stabilized by nonlocal
or strain-gradient effects. For metals, this property has been extensively
investigated and demonstrated by means of torsion tests in wires Fleck et al.
(1994), nanoindentation Nix and Gao (1998); Xue et al. (2000); Huang et al.
(2000), and by other means. Specifically, for fixed local deformation, the
energy density of solids is often observed to be an increasing function of
the local strain gradient, or the second deformation gradient. This property
results in deviations from volume scaling, i. e., in nonlocal behavior and size
dependency, in sufficiently small material samples.
A first candidate means of accounting for strain-gradient effects, along
the lines of Fokoua et al. (2013, 2014), is provided by strain-gradient elas-
ticity (cf., e. g., Kro¨ner (1968); Hermann (1974); Maugin and Metrikine
(2010)). This framework consists of assuming an extended deformation-
theoretical free-energy density of the form W (F ,∇F ) with the limiting
1Cf. Fig. 3b for a schematic illustration of functions exhibiting linear, sublinear and
superlinear growth
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property that
W (F ,0) = Wloc(F ), (29)
i. e., the local deformation-theoretical free-energy density Wloc(F ) is re-
covered for uniform deformations. The precise form of W (F ,∇F ) is un-
known for most polymers. Conveniently, for purposes of optimal scaling only
the growth properties of W (F , ·) are required. A hint of the likely growth
properties of W (F , ·) is provided by observations of sharp twin interfaces
in crystalline polymers deformed in shear (Agar et al., 1959; Reneker and
Geil, 1960; Geil, 1963; Kiho et al., 1964; Keller, 1968; Kovacs et al., 1969;
Wittmann and Kovacs, 1970; Prade`re et al., 1988; Alcazar et al., 2006).
Atomistic simulations of shear deformation in polymers also supply evi-
dence of lamination and of the development of sharp interfaces (cf., e. g.,
Fortunelli et al. (2004); Fortunelli and Ortiz (2007) and references therein).
Mathematically, sharp interfaces can only arise in strain-gradient elasticity
if W (F ,∇F ) exhibits linear growth with respect to ∇F .
However, the strain-gradient framework just described has the deficiency
of not allowing for crazing and, hence, is incompatible with experimental
observation. Thus, if W (F ,∇F ) has linear growth in ∇F , then, for a con-
figuration of finite energy, ∇2y is integrable and, hence, y is continuous
(Adams, 1975). The continuity of y, in turn, precludes the formation of
the fibrils characteristic of the crazing mechanism. We note that, by con-
trast, the void-sheet mechanism characteristic of ductile fracture in metals
is compatible with strain-gradient plasticity (cf. Fokoua et al. (2013, 2014)).
In this work, we remedy this deficiency of conventional strain-gradient
elasticity by assuming instead an extended deformation-theoretical free-
energy density with growth controlled by a fractional Sobolev seminorm
|Dy|Wσ,1(Ω) of the deformation gradient, with 0 < σ < 1 (cf. Adams (1975)
for a discussion of fractional Sobolev spaces and for explicit formulas for
the computation of the corresponding norms). We remark that |Dy|Wσ,1(Ω)
still implies linear growth of the nonlocal energy density but may be re-
garded as the integral of a fractional derivative |D1+σy| of the deformation
gradient Dy. This assumption effectively weakens the strain-gradient ef-
fect sufficiently to allow for crazing deformations. In particular, we show
in the sequel that, in fractional strain-gradient solids, the crazing mecha-
nism indeed delivers an optimal bound of the energy, in the sense of optimal
scaling.
3. Optimal scaling and specific fracture energy
We recall (Kohn and Mu¨ller, 1992, 1994; Choksi et al., 1999) that an
energy functional E(·, 1, . . . , N ), depending on N parameters (1, . . . , N ),
is said to exhibit optimal scaling if it satisfies matching upper and lower
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bounds of the form
CL
α1
1 . . . 
αN
N ≤ inf E(·, 1, . . . , N ) ≤ CU α11 . . . αNN , (30)
where CL > 0 and CU > 0 are constants and the exponents (α1, . . . , αN ) are
identical in both the lower and the upper bounds. The constants CL and
CU appearing in (30) give rigorous lower and upper bounds, and are not
uniquely determined. Their precise value depends on the strategy of proof
chosen, often there is a tradeoff between simplicity of the argument and
the distance between CL and CU . By contrast, the exponents (α1, . . . , αN )
are uniquely determined and represent intrinsic properties of the problem
considered.
Rigorous optimal scaling laws for fractional strain-gradient solids with
constant-linear energy growth of the type described in the foregoing have
been derived by Conti and Ortiz (2014). Here we summarize the main argu-
ments underlying the derivation of the optimal scaling laws and discuss their
connection to fracture. The optimal scaling laws show that the materials
under consideration do indeed fail by fracture, i. e., by localization of defor-
mation to a plane, and that the fracture process requires the expenditure of
a well-defined fracture energy, or critical energy-release rate, Gc.
3.1. Problem formulation
Based on the considerations in the preceding section, we shall assume
that the deformation-theoretical free-energy E(y) obeys the following growth
property ∫
Ω
WL(∇y) dx+ kL`σ|Dy|Wσ,1(Ω) ≤ E(y), (31a)
E(y) ≤
∫
Ω
WU (∇y) dx+ kU`σ|Dy|Wσ,1(Ω), (31b)
where 0 < kL ≤ kU < +∞ are constants,
WL(F ) =
{
min{kL, nkBTKIJCIJ}, if det(F ) = 1,
+∞, otherwise, (32)
and
WU (F ) =
{
min{kU , nkBTKIJCIJ}, if det(F ) = 1,
+∞, otherwise, (33)
are truncated local energy densities, ` > 0 is an intrinsic or characteristic
length, and |Dy|Wσ,1(Ω) is a fractional Sobolev seminorm (cf. Appendix A for
a definition). Here the structure tensor KIJ corresponds to the undamaged
material, as was defined in (2). In addition, the density p(ξ) is assumed to
be such that the minimum of WU and WL is attained at the identity. We
then denote
A0 = minWU = minWL = WU (I) = WL(I). (34)
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For example, the isotropic density p(ξ) = 1/4pi has the property (34) and A0
is given by (10). We note that the analysis is meaningful only if the truncated
energy densities are not constant, resulting in the constraint A0 < kL ≤ kU
on the parameters. We also emphasize that the deformation-theoretical free-
energy E(y) itself need not be of the form expressed by the bounds (31),
which merely define the growth properties of the energy.
In order to make connection with fracture, we specifically consider peri-
odic deformations of a slab of thickness 2H occupying the domain {|x3| ≤
H} subject to prescribed opening displacements δ on its surfaces. We iden-
tify a periodic unit cell Ω = [0, L]2× (−H,H) and describe the deformation
of the slab by means of a [0, L]-periodic deformation mapping y : Ω → R3
subject to the constraint of volume conservation in Ω and to displacement
boundary conditions
y3(x1, x2,−H) = −H − δ, (35a)
y3(x1, x2, H) = H + δ, (35b)
with (x1, x2) ∈ [0, L]2. The aim of the analysis is to derive optimal, or
matching, upper and lower bounds for the energy of the slab as a function
of L, ` and δ.
3.2. Upper bound
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Schematic of deformation mapping used in the upper bound construction. a)
Reference configuration. b) Deformed configuration.
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Owing to the minimum principle underlying deformation theory of plas-
ticity, an upper bound can be obtained simply by direct evaluation of the
energy for an admissible test mapping. A deformation mapping which de-
scribes, in a simple manner, the process of crazing is given in the appendix
and shown schematically in Fig. 4. The deformation is localized to the layer
(0, L)2 × (−a, a) ⊂ Ω and, elsewhere, the slab undergoes a rigid translation
through the prescribed opening displacement ±δ. The layer (0, L)2×(−a, a)
is then subdivided into ∼ (L/a)2 identical cubes of size a. Fig. 4 specifically
depicts the deformation in one of the cubes. The deformation is everywhere
volume preserving and results in the formation of a fibril along the vertical
axis of the cube by means a process of cavitation from the four boundary
segments on the symmetry plane of the cube. Furthermore, the deformation
mapping ∇y is integrable, though the second deformation gradient ∇2y is
not, as expected from the discontinuous nature of crazing on almost every
plane. As noted above, this lack of integrability results in infinite energies
in solids obeying strain-gradient elasticity. We relax this excessive rigid-
ity of strain-gradient elasticity by assuming that the solid obeys fractional
strain-gradient elasticity instead.
Inserting the deformation mapping (A.14) and (A.15) into (31), lengthy
but straightforward calculations give an energy bound dependent on L, `, δ
and a,
E(y) ≤ 2L2A0H + 2kUL2a+ ckUL2`σ δ
aσ
, (36)
where c is a positive constant which depends on the details of the con-
struction. Further minimizing the bound with respect to a results in a ∼
δ1/(1+σ)`σ/(1+σ) and gives an upper bound of the form
E − 2L2A0H ≤ cUkUL2`
σ
1+σ δ
1
1+σ (37)
We note that the bound takes the form of a power law in the variables L, `
and δ. The constant 2A0L
2H is an inconsequential datum that reflects the
normalization of the energy density.
3.3. Lower bound
Evidently, every choice of test deformation mapping produces an upper
bound of the energy via (31). However, Conti and Ortiz (2014) have shown,
through arguments of mathematical analysis of a somewhat technical nature,
that the upper bound (37) is indeed optimal, in the sense that there exists
a matching lower bound of the form
cLkLL
2`
σ
1+σ δ
1
1+σ ≤ E − 2L2A0H, (38)
with identical exponents of L, ` and δ. The key idea is to combine the fact
that the local energy can only be small if the deformation is concentrated on
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a small part of the domain with a Poincare´ inequality to control the L1 norm
of Dy by its W σ,1 norm. We note that, whereas the constants cL and cU
may be lax, owing, e. g., to the simplicity of the test deformation mapping
used in the upper bound construction, the scaling exponents are hard and
precise predictions of the theory. We also note that, for the topological
reasons discussed earlier, the constants necessarily blow up as σ approaches
1 from below, i. e., in the limit of conventional strain-gradient elasticity.
3.4. Relation to fracture
Considered jointly, the bounds (37) and (38) yield the optimal scaling
law
cLkLL
2`
σ
1+σ δ
1
1+σ ≤ Emin − 2A0L2H ≤ cUkUL2`
σ
1+σ δ
1
1+σ . (39)
We note that the bounds (39) scale with the in-plane area L2 and are inde-
pendent of the thickness 2H of the slab. This type of scaling is characteristic
of fracture processes, in which the deformation is concentrated in the neigh-
borhood of a fracture surface and the energy scales with the area of the
surface. In particular, the specific energy per unit area
Φ =
Emin − 2A0L2H
L2
(40)
is bounded and independent of the thickness 2H of the slab. The bounds
(39) can be recast in terms of this specific energy per unit area as
cLkL`
σ
1+σ δ
1
1+σ ≤ Φ ≤ cUkU`
σ
1+σ δ
1
1+σ . (41)
Fix now ` and regard the specific energy per unit area as a function Φ(δ) of
the opening displacement. By the work-energy theorem the corresponding
applied normal traction then follows as
σ =
∂Φ
∂δ
= σ(δ). (42)
This relation may be regarded as a cohesive law that relates opening dis-
placement δ and traction σ.
We recall that the attainment of a critical value of Rice’s J-integral
(Rice, 1968) provides a standard and widely used non-linear fracture crite-
rion with several attractive properties (cf., e. g., Hutchison (1979); Kanninen
and Popelar (1985) for reviews): i) For elastic materials J coincides with G,
the elastic energy-release rate; ii) for power-law small-strain plastic behavior,
J determines the strength of the HRR singular field (Hutchinson, 1968; Rice
and Rosengren, 1968) at the crack tip; and iii) it can be evaluated experi-
mentally in a convenient manner. For an otherwise elastic material obeying
a cohesive fracture law, an application of Rice’s J-integral (Rice, 1968) gives
the plane-strain critical energy-release rate at crack-growth initiation as
Gc =
∫ +∞
0
σ(δ) dδ = Φ(+∞)− Φ(0). (43)
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Figure 5: Uniaxial tension test of polyurea 1000 with feed of 2mm/s (Reppel et al., 2012).
Left: Thin-strip specimen stretched quasistatically up to failure. Right: Determination of
the elastic strain energy density by data reduction.
Inserting the upper bound (41) into (43) we find that the integral is indeed
convergent at the origin, and a void nucleation model is not required in order
to ensure the boundedness of Gc. By contrast, inserting the lower bound
(41) into (43) the same integral diverges at infinity, i. e., it predicts an
infinite Gc. In order to eliminate this divergence we may introduce a cut-off
δc, representing a critical opening displacement at crack-growth initiation,
and write
Gc =
∫ δc
0
σ(δ) dδ = Φ(δc)− Φ(0). (44)
In the present context, δc may conveniently be identified with the chain
length of the polymer, on the grounds that failure must occur when the
chains are stretched beyond their fully-stretched length.
Inserting the bound (41) into (44) we obtain
cLkL`
σ
1+σ δ
1
1+σ
c ≤ Gc ≤ cUkU`
σ
1+σ δ
1
1+σ
c , (45)
which supplies bounds for Gc as a function of the internal length `, the
critical opening displacement δc and the material constants kL and kU . The
bounds (45) supply a link between independently measurable material and
fracture properties, and thus open the theory to experimental calibration.
4. Supporting microscopy and experimental calibration
The macroscopic fracture model that results from the optimal scaling
analysis is solely characterized by the critical energy-release rate Gc. In
elastic fracture mechanics, Gc sets a threshold value of the elastic energy-
release rate for crack propagation. For highly stretched rubbery materials,
Rivlin and Thomas (1953) argued that Gc provides a measure of the re-
sistance to tearing of the material. From dimensional considerations, we
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have
Gc = lcWc (46)
where lc is the width of the process zone contributing to the rupture process,
W (λ) is the elastic strain-energy density as a function of the applied stretch
λ and Wc ≡W (λc) is elastic strain-energy density at rupture. We note that
the process-zone width lc and the rupture stretch λc depend on the geometry
of the specimen and, therefore, do not represent material properties. By
contrast, Gc is expected to be geometry-independent and, thus, represent a
material property.
In this work, the specimens employed for the determination of the criti-
cal energy-release rate Gc of polyurea 1000 were dog-bone-shaped thin strips
under tension, Fig. 5a. Since we specifically investigated tear resistance un-
der monotonic loading, the specimens were not preconditioned against the
Mullins effect. Instead we accounted for the inelastic deformation within the
specimen, which in turn was determined by stepwise loading and unloading
of the sample. This process is illustrated by Fig. 5b, which shows the mea-
sured nominal stress vs. stretch curve of a specimen stretched to 150% and
to 350%, followed by full unloading, and subsequently re-loaded to rupture.
Based on the these loading-unloading data, the extent of energy dissipation
up to rupture may be estimated. The remaining energy density supplies the
requisite elastic strain-energy density to be used in (46).
Given the state of plane stress of the specimen, we assume that the width
lc of the process zone at rupture is of the order of the width of the specimen
(cf., e. g., Hutchison (1979) and Kanninen and Popelar (1985) for discus-
sions of fracture under plane-stress conditions). This identification gives
lc = 1.15mm. We additionally measure Wc = 38.2 MPa for polyurea 1000
specimens of that width. The critical energy-release rate then follows from
(46) as Gc = 44 kJ/m
2. This value is employed in the numerical Taylor-
anvil test simulations presented in Section 5. Compared to other polymers,
with typical critical energy-release rates in the range 1 − 10 kJ/m2 (Alger,
1997), the value of Gc thus obtained is relatively high. This high value is
indeed consistent with the exceptional stretchability and tear resistance of
polyurea 1000, properties that in turn render it attractive as a coating ma-
terial. The close agreement between the numerical results of Section 5 and
the corresponding test data lend additional support to the data-reduction
procedure just described.
Virgin and post-mortem fractographic analyses of the failure surface re-
veal insight into the micromechanisms of fracture. In its as-received condi-
tion, the polyurea 1000 material used in tests had a porosity of about 50
voids/mm2 with diameters in the range of 10 − 30 µm, Fig. 1a. Upon de-
formation, the voids grow, fibrils rupture and a large number of new voids
nucleate. The void multiplication is clearly evident in post-mortem frac-
tographs of failure planes, which show considerable dimpling. Counting the
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density of dimples gives a porosity of 97 voids/mm2, with some dimple di-
ameters in excess of 200 µm, Fig. 1b. The complex interplay between void
nucleation and growth, failed fibrils and rupture is clearly evident from the
figures.
5. Taylor-anvil tests
We proceed to demonstrate the range and fidelity of the damage and
fracture criterion formulated in the foregoing by means of an example of
application: The Taylor-impact experiments of Mock et al. Mock and Dro-
tar (2006) on polyurea 1000 specimens. The tests were performed at the
Research Gas Gun Facility at the Naval Surface Warfare Center (Dahlgren
Division). Cylindrical specimens of polyurea 1000 were driven into a metal
anvil at different impact speeds, cf. Table 1. Fig. 6 shows a sequence of spec-
imen snapshots during impact for an impact velocity of v = 245 m/s. The
large deformations undergone by the specimen are evident from the figure.
At sufficiently large impact velocities, the specimen is observed to petal as
a result of the development of radial cracks or tears. Post-mortem exam-
ination of the specimens also reveals extensive distributed damage in the
vicinity of the contact surface. The Taylor-impact experiments thus furnish
a representative example of application as well as an exacting validation of
the theory.
2 C. REINA, K. WEINBERG AND M. ORTIZ
In the first part of this section, the experiments simulated in the present study are described.
This is followed by a c reful material model of the polyurea used in the experiments (p lyurea
1000). It is of note that depending on the actual composition, the properties of a polyurea
sample can vary significantly, motivating the development of a material model, rather than
making use of existent ones in the literature [? ? ? ]. The resulting model is then validated
against the experiments, showing a very good prediction, and is used as test case for the
multiscale porous model.
3.1. Experim nts
The experiments used in this section were perform d by Mock et al. a the Naval Surface
Warfare Center. They consist of the impact of a polyurea bar of initial length L0 = 25.7353 mm
and initial radius R0 = 6.29603 mm by an anvil of high stiffness at speeds of v = 245 m/s and
v = 332 m/s. Th b r deforms significantly and then bounces b ck. Fig. 1 shows a sequence
of captions of the deformation during the impact for the lower velocity. The recovered bars,
for the two cases, with different void damage on the lower part, can be observed in Fig. 2.
Figure 1. Taylor anvil test of polyurea rod. Experiments performed by Mock et al. at NSWC.
R0 = 6.29603 mm, L0 = 25.7353 mm and v = 245 m/s.
3.2. Material modeling without porosity
The model employed for the polyurea 1000 is based on its uniaxial characterization under
compression at a wide range of strain rates made by [? ]. The model is then generalized to
multiaxial conditions by fixing a value for the Poisson’s ratio. Due to its almost incompressible
behavior, a value close to 0.5 is chosen.
The experiments show that polyurea stress-strain relation is strongly dependent on the
Copyright c© 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Engng 2011; 00:1–24
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Figure 6: Taylor anvil test of polyurea 1000 rod. Experiments performed by Mock et al.
at NSWC. R0 = 6.29603 mm, L0 = 25.7353 mm and v = 245 m
In calculations we account for the viscoelastic behavior of polyurea by
means of a standard Prony series as characterized experimentally by (Zhao
et al., 2007; Kn uss and Zhao, 2007). The quasistatic response of the ma-
terial is additionally described by a simple neo-Hookean model. In the
presence of v scoelastic nd other di ipative mechanisms, the variational
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Table 1: Taylor anvil test cases.
Velocity [m/s] Initial length [mm] Initial diameter [mm]
Case I 245.759 25.73528 12.59205
Case II 332.047 25.60828 12.61491
Case III 424.413 25.76068 12.61745
formulation underpinning the derivation of the optimal scaling laws, and
the corresponding micro-to-macro transition formulated in Section 3, is re-
covered through time-discretization using variational constitutive updates
(Ortiz and Stainier, 1999). These updates effectively reduce the incremen-
tal problem to the minimization of an effective energy that accounts for both
elastic energy and dissipation.
The integration of the equations of motion is carried out by means of
the Optimal Transportation Meshfree (OTM) method (Li et al., 2010). The
OTM method combines max-ent mesh-free interpolation (Arroyo and Ortiz,
2006) with material point sampling and supplies variational time integrators
with exact conservation properties. We account for damage and fracture by
means of material-point eigenerosion, an averaged material-point erosion
scheme that is known to converge to Griffith fracture, with critical energy-
release rate Gc, in the limit of zero mesh size (Schmidt et al., 2009). In this
scheme, the energy-release rate G attendant to the failure of a material point
is estimated by a local energy-averaging procedure, and material points are
failed when G exceeds the critical energy-release rate Gc. Because the cal-
culation of the effective energy-release rate at a material point is carried out
within a local neighborhood of the point and requires no explicit representa-
tion of the crack, the implementation of the material-point failure scheme is
straightforward. Implementational details and performance analysis of the
eigenerosion scheme may be found in (Li et al., 2012; Pandolfi and Ortiz,
2012).
Figs. 7–9 show snapshots from simulations at the three different impact
speeds under consideration. At the smallest impact velocity of v = 245 m/s,
the specimen undergoes large deformations before rebounding but no radial
cracks or tears develop. By contrast, incipient radial tearing is clearly evi-
dent at the intermediate impact velocity of v = 332 m/s, Fig. 8, whereas ex-
tensive petalling is predicted at the highest impact velocity of v = 424 m/s,
Fig. 9. Remarkably, the radial tears retract almost entirely upon rebound
and the specimens appear outwardly intact, as observed experimentally.
Figs.10–12 depict the state of damage in the recovered specimens at
the three different speeds as computed and as observed post-mortem in
tests. The experimental figures show the recovered specimens after impact,
wherein the extent and distribution of damage can be clearly discern opti-
cally. The figures from simulations map the final state of damage by showing
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the failed material points as black dots in the reference configuration. In
all three comparisons, the simulations qualitatively capture the damage dis-
tribution within the specimen. At the lowest speed, Fig. 10, the specimen
is predicted to undergo limited damage and cracking in the vicinity of the
impact surface, in keeping with experimental observation. At the interme-
diate speed, Fig. 11, the simulations predict significant distributed damage
near the impact surface, in good agreement with experiment. In the simu-
lations, the impact surface additionally undergoes incipient radial cracking,
also in agreement with observation. Finally at the largest speed, Fig. 12,
both experiments and simulations reveal severe distributed damage over a
large fraction of the specimen and the impact surface splits into well-defined
radial cracks or tears. The ability of a simple single-parameter model to
qualitatively capture both patterns of distributed damage and cracking over
a range of impact velocities is remarkable.
Fig. 13a additional shows measured and computed normalized rod lengths
as a function of time for all three velocities under consideration, by way of
quantitative validation. By this metric, the results of the simulations match
the observed trends and are in fair agreement with the experimental mea-
surements. It bears emphasis that the model employed in the simulations is
remarkable for its simplicity, both as regards the bulk behavior of the mate-
rial and its fracture properties, and that no effort has been made to enhance
the model in order to improve the fit to experiments. Given the simplicity of
the model, the quantitative agreement shown in Fig. 13a may be regarded as
t = 0ms t =22ms t =44ms 
t =66ms t =89ms t =133ms 
Mean Stress (MPa)
40
20
0
-20
-40
Figure 7: Snapshots of simulation at v = 245 m/s impact velocity.
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Figure 8: Snapshots of simulation at v = 332 m/s impact velocity.
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Figure 9: Snapshots of simulation at v = 424 m/s impact velocity.
furnishing a modicum of validation of the overall framework. For complete-
ness, Fig. 13b additionally shows the variation of the computed specimen
length with mesh size by way of convergence analysis. A clear trend towards
convergence, with superlinear convergence rate α = 1.27 is evinced by the
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v = 245 m/s
Experiments Simulation
Figure 10: Patterns of damage in recovered specimen after shot at impact speed v =
245m/s. Left: Experiment. Right: Simulation.
figure.
6. Summary and concluding remarks
We have developed a simple one-parameter macroscopic model of dis-
tributed damage and fracture of polymers. We begin by assuming that
the material behavior has two components, local and nonlocal. The local
component characterizes the behavior of large material samples deforming
uniformly and it represents the configurational statistics of a polymeric chain
network in the thermodynamic limit. In order to account for damage, we
extend the classical network theory by assuming that the chain bonds have
a finite strength. We show that, for large deformations, the correspond-
ing deformation-theoretical free energy has zero growth, i. e., it is bounded
above and below by a constant. We assume that, in polymers undergo-
ing fracture, this inherently unstable behavior is held in check by a second
fundamental property, namely, the fractional strain-gradient elasticity. We
further assume that the non-local component of the material behavior is
characterized by fractional strain-gradient elasticity with linear growth in
the strain gradient. This latter growth assumption allows for deformation
jumps across sharp interfaces. Under these conditions, we show that fracture
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v = 332 m/s
Experiments Simulation
Figure 11: Patterns of damage in recovered specimen after shot at impact speed v =
332m/s. Left: Experiment. Right: Simulation.
emerges as the net result of two competing effects: localization of deforma-
tion to failure planes promoted by the zero-growth of the local energy and
the stabilizing effect of fractional strain-gradient elasticity. We specifically
derive optimal scaling laws for the macroscopic fracture energy in the form
of matching upper and lower bounds. The macroscopic fracture model that
results from the optimal scaling analysis is characterized by a single param-
eter, namely, the critical energy-release rate. Conveniently, such a model
is amenable to a straightforward numerical implementation by recourse to
material-point eigenerosion, an averaged material-point erosion scheme that
is known to converge in the limit of zero mesh size. We have demonstrated
the range and fidelity of the damage and fracture criterion formulated in the
foregoing by means of an example of application: The Taylor-impact experi-
ments of Mock and Drotar (2006) on polyurea 1000 specimens. Remarkably,
despite its simplicity the model captures qualitatively both the patterns of
distributed damage and cracking or tearing over the experimental range of
impact velocities. The simulations are also in fair agreement with quanti-
tative metrics such as the specimen length and exhibit robust convergence
with respect to mesh size.
The essential role of the intrinsic length ` in determining the optimal
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v = 424 m/s
Experiments Simulation
Figure 12: Patterns of damage in recovered specimen after shot at impact speed v =
424m/s. Left: Experiment. Right: Simulation.
scaling behavior is particularly noteworthy. Thus, if ` = 0, i. e., if the ma-
terial is local, then we see from (37) that the energy is bounded above by
a bound that is linear in a, the fibril spacing. Evidently, the least upper
bound is then zero and is attained for a = 0, in agreement with (36), i. e.,
the energy relaxes to zero as a result of localization of deformations to a
negligibly thin band. Thus, in the absence of an internal length scale the
fracture energy degenerates to zero, as expected from the sublinear growth of
the energy, and the solid can fracture spontaneously at no energy cost. This
unstable and pathological behavior of the local energy is stabilized by the
non-local energy. Indeed, the lower bound (38) shows that, with ` > 0, frac-
ture indeed requires a well-defined energy per unit area, or specific fracture
energy. The antagonistic roles of sublinear energy growth, characteristic of
polymers undergoing damage, and the fractional strain-gradient elasticity in
shaping the effective fracture properties of the material are remarkable.
The experimental validation presented here suggests that a very simple
model of bulk behavior and fracture suffices to characterize qualitatively,
and to a fair quantitative degree, complex aspects of the dynamic behav-
ior and failure of polymers, including large deformations, patterns of dis-
tributed damage and fracture patterns. We remark that the preponderance
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Figure 13: a) Normalized specimen height versus time at impact speeds v = 245 m/s
(dashed), v = 332 m/s (solid) and v = 424 m/s (dash-dotted). b) Logarithmic convergence
plot showing total accumulated specimen length over time for different mesh sizes.
of fracture mechanics pertains to materials that undergo small overall defor-
mations, be them elastic or plastic. Thus, the ability of the model to charac-
terize fracture in solids undergoing exceedingly large deformations, including
the retraction of cracks upon unloading, is remarkable. The ability of tensile
tests to supply estimates of the critical energy-release rate, also in the con-
text of very large deformations, is also noteworthy. We conclude by noting
that, while its qualitative predictiveness and micromechanical foundations
lend strong support to the overall modeling framework, further modeling
enhancements may be desirable with a view to improving its quantitative
fidelity.
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Appendix A. Upper-bound crazing construction
For completeness, we proceed to summarize the calculation of the upper
bound. A detailed account of the calculation, as well as the derivation of
the corresponding lower bound, may be found in Conti and Ortiz (2014).
We begin by defining a deformation mapping which describes, in a simple
manner, the process of crazing in the layer (0, L)2×(−a, a) ⊂ Ω. Elsewhere,
the test deformation mapping is chosen as a rigid translation, namely,
y = x+ δe3, for x3 ≥ a, and y = x− δe3, for x3 ≤ −a, (A.1)
where e3 is the transverse unit vector. The local term can be immediately
estimated to give A0 on the entire volume plus a quantity bounded by kU
on the central region, totaling 2L2A0H + 2kUL
2a. This gives the first two
terms in (36). We remark that, since the energy has zero growth, the details
of the mapping are not needed to estimate the local part of the energy.
In order to estimate the nonlocal term we need to construct the mapping
in (0, L)2×(−a, a) in detail. First the layer is subdivided into ∼ L2/a2 cubes
of side length 2a. We may then focus on a single cube C = (−a, a)3, the
others being identical up to translations. We additionally confine attention
to the prism P = {x1 ≥ 0, −x1 ≤ x2 ≤ x1,−a ≤ x3 ≤ a}, and extend
the deformation mapping to the remainder of the cube by symmetry. We
specifically aim to construct a volume-preserving mapping that opens a cav-
ity around the segment x1 = a, x3 = 0, through the composition of three
elementary mappings. We proceed to define each of these mappings in turn.
We begin by defining a constant-determinant mapping f that collapses
the half-cube H = C ∩{x1 ≥ 0} into P , Fig. A.14. To this end, we consider
the class of mappings
f1(x) = h(x1), f2(x) =
x2
a
h(x1), f3(x) = x3, (A.2)
subject to the ancillary conditions h(0) = 0 and h(a) = a. This class of
mappings transforms planes x1 = constant to planes y1 = constant. We
have
det(∇f) = hh
′
a
= C, (A.3)
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(a) (b)
Figure A.14: Schematic of first mapping f used in the upper bound construction.
where C is a constant. Integrating once gives
h =
√
2Cax1, (A.4)
where we have used the condition h(0) = 0. From the second condition
h(a) = a we obtain
det(∇f) = C = 1
2
, (A.5)
and
f1(x) =
√
ax1, f2(x) = x2
√
x1
a
, f3(x) = x3. (A.6)
This mapping is readily inverted to give
f−11 (y) =
y21
a
, f−12 (y) = a
y2
y1
, f−13 (y) = y3. (A.7)
Next we construct a second constant-determinant mapping that opens
up a prismatic cavity around the segment x1 = a, x3 = 0. To this end, we
restrict attention to the subdomain 0 ≤ x3 ≤ a−x1 and subsequently extend
the resulting mapping to the to the region x3 ≥ a − x1 by exchanging x3
and a−x1. Finally, the mapping is extended to the entire half-plane x1 ≥ 0
by reflection about the plane x3 = 0. We specifically consider the class of
mappings
g1(x) = k(x1), g2(x) = x2, g3(x) =
a− k(x1)
a− x1 x3, (A.8)
subject to the ancillary condition k(0) = 0. This class of mappings trans-
forms planes x1 = constant to planes y1 = constant. We have
det(∇g) = a− k
a− x1k
′ =
1
λ
, (A.9)
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(a) (b)
Figure A.15: Schematic of second mapping g used in the upper bound construction.
where λ ≥ 1 is a constant. Integrating once gives
ak − k
2
2
=
1
λ
(
ax1 − x
2
1
2
)
, (A.10)
where we have used the condition k(0) = 0. Solving for k we obtain, explic-
itly,
k(x1) = a−
√
a2 − 2
λ
(
ax1 − x
2
1
2
)
. (A.11)
For a− x1 ≤ x3 ≤ a we instead use
g1(x) = a− a− k(a− x3)
x3
(a− x1), g2(x) = x2, g3(x) = a− k(a− x3)
(A.12)
with the same function k.
We finally define a volume-preserving deformation mapping that de-
scribes the formation of a fibril around the x3-axis and that reduces to
the identity on the planes x3 = ±a through the composition of mappings
y1 = f1(g(f
−1(x))), y2 = f2(g(f−1(x))), y3 = λf3(g(f−1(x))),
(A.13)
where the factor of λ represents a uniform extension in the x3 direction.
This operation completes the definition of the test deformation mapping. A
direct computation gives, explicitly,
y1 =
√
a2 −
√
a4 − λ−1(2a2x21 − x41),
y2 =
y1x2
x1
, y3 =
λ(a2 − y21)x3
a2 − x21
,
(A.14)
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over the domain P ∩ {a|x3|+ x21 ≤ a2}, and
y1 =
√
a2 − a
2 − x21
x3
√
1− λ−1(a2 − x23),
y2 =
y1x2
x1
, y3 = λ sgn(x3)
√
a2 − λ−1(a2 − x23),
(A.15)
over the domain P ∩ {ax3 + x21 ≥ a2}.
It is readily verified that detDy = 1 everywhere, that the deformation
mapping y obeys the boundary data (A.1), that the two expressions match
continuously on |x3|+x21 = a and that y maps the planes x1 = ±x2 and the
plane x1 = a into themselves and can therefore be extended to the rest of
the slab by symmetry.
It only remains to estimate the fractional norm. For the homogeneous
W σ,1(Ω) seminorm of a function u : R3 → Rm, we use the definition based
on traces, namely,
|u|Wσ,1(Ω) = inf
{∫ ∞
0
∫
R3
|∂tf |+ |Df |
tσ
dt : f(0, ·) = u
}
, (A.16)
see for example Adams (1975); Tartar (2007); Lunardi (2009). Here f :
[0,∞) × R3 → Rm is an extension of u, Df represents its distributional
spatial derivative, and ∂tf its distributional derivative in the new variable
t.
We begin by considering the set Pa = P ∩ {a|x3|+ x21 ≤ a2}, where y is
defined by (A.14). A straightforward computation shows that, in this set,
|Dy|(x) ≤ caλ
a− x1 . (A.17)
Set
f(x, t) = Dy(x)χ[0,a−x1](t)χPa(x), (A.18)
where χE is the characteristic function of set E. From (A.16) we obtain,
after lengthy computations,
|DyχPa |Wσ,1(Ω) ≤
∫ ∞
0
∫
R3
|∂tf |+ |Df |
tσ
dx dt ≤ cλa3−σ . (A.19)
In computing the integral of |Df | we use that Dy can be written as a sum
of finitely many terms, each of which is monotone in each variable and obeys
a bound of the type (A.17). Each volume integral is then evaluated using
Gauss’ theorem (cf. also Fokoua et al. (2013, 2014)).
We now turn attention to the set Pb = P ∩{ax3+x21 ≥ a2}. The estimate
(A.17) is now replaced by
|Dy|(x) ≤ c a
2
x3y1(x)
, (A.20)
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complemented by
y1(x) ≥ min
{√
ax3 + x21 − a2
x3/a
,
√
a2 − x23
2λ
}
. (A.21)
We det
f(x, t) = Dy(x)χ[0,T (x)](t)χPa(x) , T (x) =
√
x3(x3 + x21/a− a) . (A.22)
Another lengthy calculation leads to an estimate similar to (A.19). Summing
over the L2/a2 cubes we conclude that
|Dy|Wσ,1(Ω) ≤ cL2λ a1−σ . (A.23)
Recalling that λ = 1 + δ/a, we finally obtain the second term in (36).
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